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About This Game

A new breed of WARRIOR returns, committed to destroying the enemies of FREEDOM
When ONE angry man, has a world to protect - There is only ONE future – HIS OWN

No-nonsense hero Marlow never shied away from danger or trouble. But now he faces his ULTIMATE challenge. After crash-
landing in Central America, he has an industrial evil to defeat whilst bound to an ancient Mayan Death Mask who’s had no-one

to talk to for 2000 years. Another day at the office only this time Marlow is PUSHED TO THE LIMIT , his sweetheart has been
abducted, the bad guys are making up their own rules and only one man can judge them – and EXECUTE THE SENTENCE .

Fearlessly fighting through Mayan temples and towering valleys, monstrous machinery, nothing, but nothing, will stand in the
way of this bad ass warrior, his girl and the crushing of all opposition.

They told him to go to HELL, he was DEAD ready!!!

With cliffhanger over the top action and cinematic gameplay, Marlow Briggs takes inspiration from the best of blockbuster
films, comic book heroes, and action games with its focus on relentless high-octane combat, exotic and danger filled

environments and epic set pieces.

•Fight the enemies of FREEDOM with stacks of awesome combos and magic abilities,
•Single handedly destroy HUNDREDS of enemies

•Deploy MIGHTY weapons of destruction
•Leap out of HUGE EXPLOSIONS in slow motion
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•Reveal the DEADLY secrets of the Mayans
•Save the ENTIRE planet
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Title: Marlow Briggs and the Mask of Death
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Zootfly
Publisher:
505 Games
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7

Processor: 2ghz dual core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 4000 Series and up / NVIDIA GeForce 8 Series and up - excluding mobile variants

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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The sound in this game is simply awful. It looks and feels like a nineties arcade game, and the controls are unpleasant.. i like the
concept of the game - no loot boxes, no energy, no pay2win. i don't like that a player still needs to grind to get resources for
upgrading cards. the game is quite tough at the start but i made a competitive deck pretty fast. read the card descriptions its very
very important.. Ok atmosphere but it feels like a mobile version of pirates! or sunless sea but with far worse controls. I find
DED to be an enjoyable Early Access "Shoot 'em up". I like the art style and gameplay, it all seems easy to learn but hard to
master. As of now there are multiple patches coming with new content soon. Here is to hoping it doesn't stop there.

I realized after posting this review the reason this game reminded me so much of Bloody Walls is because it is from the same
Dev. If you liked Bloody Walls I strongly recommend you try this game, or vice versa.
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/531960\/. A port of a mobile card game, really nothing special to be honest. I'm not a fan
of all these Warhammer IP mobile card games popping up...hope this isn't a trend GW wants to pursue.
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Cons right off the bat:

1.) Ditchights not in correct place on the pilot (also not even attached!)
2.) When you edit the .bin file so you can turn your head all the way around in the cab, typical lazy DTG didn't even model the
longhood for the cabview!
3.) Incorrect horn, bell and prime mover sounds (Can be fixed with TheAudioShack's sound pack though)
4.) Superliner coaches are NOT complete!

Pros:

1.) Nice addition to already existing Amtrak rollingstock.
2.) Nice detail on exterior.

Overall rating: 5.5\/10. 10\/10 They sell baguettes on Edboreth

And the game is really interesting, making you analyse a language.. Now where do I start.
Ninja Guy : the game that changed my life for the better. this game is the most story rich and beautiful game I have ever had the
honor of playing. The characters and level variety make this game one of the best rpgs out there and with the help of cow sensei
it is easy and fun to get into the story and gameplay. you can do many combos and in combination with the high quality of
graphics this game WILL blow your mind!
This game should at LEAST be 40+ euros but the developers gave us this masterpiece for only 1.99!

Without doubt a 10\/10 must buy

. its a pretty good game to be honest.... I like what I see, but I am unsure if this game is working properly. The Xbox controller
does not work, and, the Steam Link controller, nor keyboard work during the "Challenges" It says to press "K" and the "X"
button, and I do, but nothing is happening. It does not shoot, or do anything but flash when I press it. Not sure if this means I
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have to come back to this level again to do the Challenge, but I find it odd to believe that this would be required to do nearly the
moment you start the game. Very sad this is happening, because this does look like a fun game. I just wish that "full controller
support" meant "full controller support". WELL YOU MESSED UP AGAIN 704 WHERE'S DEEP ROAR OF ENGINES
WHINNING VACUMM CLEANER AGAIN WAKE UP SOUNDS ARE IMPORTANT
oh they forgot to put mutiplayer lobby clock so we can get all player's in instead of restarting
 a lobby five time to get all racers we invite to race..... again you dropped the ball on this important part of racing together
many people dont know what to do fix your wheels setting
LOOK IDIOTS ......option\controls\wheel delete all buttons mapp your own buttons\funtions and you wheel works fine i see too
many ppl say wheel controls don't work here' the FIX. Classic arcade, works well though it's missing controller support :( silly
oversight.. Very nice game to play with friends would recommend. Most fun I have had had in VR for a long time. The simple
graphic style works well in VR. Looking at a tron like landscape and finding a path to the Koth (a cross between Saurons Eye
and a Lighthouse) is enjoyable and addictive. I found my tactics started to develop by the 10th game or so, as I discovered what
is possible.

It certainly met my expectations.
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